
Wauwatosa School District Facilities Advisory Committee 
Meeting January 23, 2018 – Highlights  
 
Presentation of costs elementary school renovation versus new construction  
Site of McKinley used again as an example only 
High ground water table at McKinley site  
Could reuse signage and kitchen equipment  
 
Gym – committee prefers a wood floor to the floor proposed 
Committee would like for the renovation to be as close to the new building as possible …for 
example – suggested adding a green roof to the proposed new 
Impossible for the two buildings to be identical due to the layout of the existing and the all the 
load bearing walls but concept is as close as it can possibly be  
 
Question from committee members but what if …the community only approves a smaller 
amount then what would we prioritize? 
 
Equity discussed again as being very important – everyone needs to benefit  
 
Dr. Ertl indicated that a $200 million investment would mean a potential increase of $600 a 
year on the average home  
 
Focus again centered on the importance of the community wide survey and where the 
community will support but also the conversation needs to include that is not just about now 
but the long term interest of our schools, students and community 
 
How do we create equity???  That will be the challenge 
 
Committee member …what would we do if can only approve $10 million – then what??  What 
will be able to do and will it be obvious??  Probably not.  People have little faith in institutions 
making good decisions and people have a tendency to fight tooth and nail for everything 
…there are many decision to be made …who will be responsible for making all these decisions 
and how will be satisfy everyone.  
 
Comments to that included – renovations will always require more decision making and are 
often more complicated.  New construction is somewhat easier, cleaner and more obvious.  
There are often many unknowns when you renovate …you try to prepare for everything but 
there are always surprises and that impacts cost as well.   
 


